A submerged finite cylinder moving under its own weight along a soft incline lifts off and slides at a steady velocity while also spinning. Here, we experimentally quantify the steady spinning of the cylinder and show theoretically that it is due to a combination of an elastohydrodynamic torque generated by flow in the variable gap, and the viscous friction on the edges of the finitelength cylinder. The relative influence of the latter depends on the aspect ratio of the cylinder as well as the deformability of the substrate, which we express in term of a single scaled compliance parameter. By varying this compliance parameter, we show that our experimental results are consistent with a transition from an edge-effect dominated regime for short cylinders to a gapdominated elastohydrodynamic regime when the cylinder is very long.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interplay between lubricated flow and deformable surfaces is ubiquitous in nature and engineering in settings spanning a broad range of length scales, e.g. earthquakes [1] , avalanches [2] , landslides [3] , lubrication of cartilaginous and artificial joints [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] or industrial bearings [10] . Often, this elastohydrodynamic coupling is seen in the presence of confined flow where pressure gradients are likely to be large. Previous theoretical works have studied confined flows in the soft lubrication approximation and accounted for the roles of elasticity [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , fluid compressibility [17] , the inertia of the fluid and the elastic medium [18] , and viscoelasticity of the substrate [19] . More recent works have focused on elastohydrodynamic effects for liquids confined at the micro and nano scales [20] [21] [22] , which has important consequences for surface mechanical characterization [23, 24] . For symmetrical objects, the results show that elastic deformations lead to a non-symmetric pressure field and to the emergence of a friction-reducing lift force. Of particular importance in nature are cases of freely moving particles close to soft surfaces as seen in flows of cells in vessels [25] or microfluidic devices [26, 27] , the mobility of suspended or falling objects near elastic membranes [28] [29] [30] [31] , the behavior of vesicles near walls [32] or the collisions between suspended particles [33] . It is only very recently that a theoretical work [34] addressed freely moving objects and showed how a free falling cylinder can sediment, slide and spin along a soft incline. A particularly interesting result is that the elastohydrodynamic lift force can counteract sedimentation and lead to an emergent sliding steady state that has since been confirmed experimentally [35] . The experimental study also raised a new question associated with observations of rotational motion, which led to a recent theoretical study of the rotation [36] that remains untested.
In this article, we experimentally quantify the rotation of cylinders falling along a soft incline. We show that there is a steady rotation speed for finite-length cylinders that increases with substrate deformability, qualitatively consistent with a recently developed theory for an infinite cylinder near a soft substrate [36] . However, the latter fails to describe quantitatively our results. We show that a complete theory that takes into account both the elastohydrodynamic torque along the cylinder length and the viscous friction on the edges of the cylinder is in quantitative agreement with our experiments and that our control parameters can be combined into a single dimensionless compliance number. When this compliance increases, i.e., the thickness of the substrate increases or its stiffness decreases, the angular velocity follows a relationship that contains two regimes, a first one domi-nated by edge effects and the second by the elastohydrodynamic stresses due to the substrate deformation. In contrast with the theory for infinite cylinders developed previously, here the edge effects do not allow for the existence of simple power law behaviors in the range of our experimental parameters.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND OBSERVATIONS
The experiments follow the same protocol as described previously [35] , with a metal cylinder of either aluminum or brass (densities ρ = 2720 and 8510 kg/m 3 ) with radii a = 12.7 and 6.35 mm. For both cylinders, the length L = 12.7 mm such that their respective aspect ratios are a/L = 1 and 1/2. The cylinders are immersed in a silicone oil bath of density ρ oil = 970 kg/m 3 and viscosity µ = [0.35 − 30] Pa.s. They freely move down a rigid glass incline (angle varied in the range α = [11 − 45] • ) coated with a soft gel with shear moduli G in the range [100 − 3 × 10 5 ] Pa ( Fig. 1(a) ). The coating thickness is varied in the range h e = [100 − 2000] µm. The coatings are made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and polyacrylamide (PAA) in which we can change the concentrations of monomers and crosslinkers to tune the shear modulus. The latter is measured on an Anton Paar MCR501 rheometer with a CP50 cone-plate geometry, using an amplitude of 0.1% for PAA and 0.5% for PDMS, with an angular frequency of 10 rad/s. When the cylinder moves along the incline (undergoing both translation and rotation), it deforms the substrate ( Fig. 1(b) ) and its motion is recorded from the side with a camera.
Image analysis allows us to track the center of the cylinder and provides a direct measurement of the translation speed of the cylinder u c , and its rotation velocity u θ = aΩ, with a the cylinder radius and Ω the angular speed. Figures 2(a) and (b) show the rotation angle as a function of time for the aluminum cylinder for different coating moduli and thicknesses, respectively. We observe that the rotation speed Ω is constant, which is reminiscent of the constant sliding speed observed earlier in similar experiments [35] . We also observe that this rotation speed decreases when the coating becomes less deformable, i.e, when the shear modulus G increases, or when its thickness h decreases.
III. SCALING ARGUMENTS AND THE FINITE SIZE EFFECT
To capture the main features of the experimental observations, we first revisit the scaling arguments for an immersed infinite cylinder sliding along a soft incline [34] . Due to the confinement of the flow under the cylinder within a fluid gap of thickness h f a, the typical transverse length scale of contact scales as = √ 2ah f , so that we can invoke the lubrication approximation [37] . For 
which measures the scale of the substrate deformation relative to the fluid gap thickness [45] . In this framework, previous theoretical studies [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] have shown that for Λ 1 and for given u c and h f the motion of an infinite cylinder is accompanied by the emergence of an elastohydrodynamic lift force F ∼ Λµu c 2 L/h 2 f , which was confirmed experimentally [35] . Since the cylinder also rotates with negligible inertia, the sum of torques due to elastohydrodynamics (induced by the substrate's deformation due to sliding) τ s and viscous damping of the rotational motion τ Ω vanish [36] : τ Ω +τ s = 0. The sliding torque scales as τ s ∼ µu c a L/(h f + δ), where h f + δ is the typical gap size between the cylinder and the deformed substrate. Invoking (1), we expand the previous expression in powers of Λ for Λ 1 and recognize that the contributions proportional to Λ 0 and Λ 1 are zero for an infinite cylinder [34, 38] to find that τ s ∼ µu c a δ 2 L/h 3 f . As the rotational damping torque scales as τ Ω ∼ µΩa 2 L/h f , balancing it with the sliding contribution yields the scaling relationship:
For infinite cylinders, no rotation occurs when Λ = 0 (a rigid substrate), a consequence of a vanishing sliding torque in this limit [38] . This feature is modified for compact bodies such as spheres, where translation and rotation are coupled even when all boundaries are rigid.
For the finite-sized cylinders in experiments, we generically expect a nonzero rotation rate Ω 0 (h f /a, a/L) even as Λ → 0 due to three-dimensional flows near the cylinder ends. These flows penetrate a width into the fluid gap from the ends of the cylinder. A rough estimate of the resulting sliding torque (for a rigid substrate) is µu c a 2 /h f ∼ µu c a 2 , which is independent of h f . In lubrication flows with gap-independent scaling estimates for torque, detailed calculations typically reveal logarithmic corrections [39] [40] [41] . Including a log-corrected end torque µu c a 2 log(a/h f ) in the torque balance above suggests
The second term on the right side is identified with aΩ 0 /u c and the first with (2), with constants of proportionality k 1 and k 2 . Thus, we expect two independent sources of rotation, one due to end effects and another due to the elastohydrodynamic torque over the length of the cylinder. As we will show, there is indeed a crossover from end-dominated to softness-dominated rotation in our experiments as Λ increases.
IV. THEORY
As discussed above, two-dimensional theory predicts zero hydrodynamic torque on a non-rotating (infinite) cylinder sliding along rigid walls (Λ = 0). We show below that three-dimensional end-effects qualitatively modify this result for a cylinder. End effects are confined to a penetration depth into the lubrication gap, so both ends are hydrodynamically isolated in our experiments since L = O(a)
. We focus on the flow near one of the ends, which we place at y = 0 so that the gap lies in y > 0. It is convenient to introduce dimensionless coordinates (X, Y ) = (x, y)/ , and a dimensionless lubrication pressure P (X, Y ) = p(x, y)/(µu c /h 2 f ). Since the gap thickness abruptly diverges at the ends of the cylinder, P must vanish at Y = 0. Invoking the parabolic approximation of the gap profile H(X) = 1 + X 2 and focusing on Λ → 0 (the limit of a rigid substrate), the pressure in the gap satisfies the Reynolds equation
We seek a solution P (X, Y ) = P 2d (X) + P (X, Y ), where P 2d (X) = 2X/(1 + X 2 ) 2 is the pressure due to an sliding infinite cylinder, which satisfies (4) except for the condition at Y = 0. As we discuss below, it is sufficient to analyze the large-X behavior of P . Defining η = Y /X (the tangent of the angle in the XY plane), we seek an asymptotic solution in inverse powers of X with the form P (X 1, Y ) ∼ n X −n f n (η). From the boundary condition at Y = 0 and the asymptotic behavior P 2d (X 1) ∼ 2X −3 , it is clear that the leading term of the expansion introduced above is
. Substituting this expression into (4a) and retaining the most slowly decaying terms at large X yields
which admits the solution
This determines the asymptotic behavior P (X 1, Y ) ∼ −2X −3 Q(Y /X). The perturbation scheme can developed further to obtain corrections to P [the next term is of the form X −5 f 5 (η)] although the leading term suffices for our purposes. The dimensionless horizontal velocity in the reference frame of the sliding cylinder, expressed in units of
The component of the shear stress responsible for its rotation, in units of µu c /h, is σ XZ = ∂ V X ∂Z Z=H = H 2 ∂ P ∂X + 1 H , whose integral over the area of the lubrication gap yields the hydrodynamic sliding torque on the cylinder. Noting the symmetry of σ XZ about X = 0, including both (hydrodynamically noninteracting) ends of the cylinder, and recalling that the torque generated by the two-dimensional case is identically zero, the dimensionless torque can be expressed (in units of µu c a 2 /h f ) as 4 O(a) ] is the outer "edge" of the lubrication gap. An estimate of the previous integral at large X shows that it diverges as log X ∞ . Formally, we make a change of variables in the integral from (X, Y ) to (X, η) and isolate the divergence to obtain the dimensional sliding torque
The constant c absorbs the ambiguity in defining X ∞ , nonsingular contributions from the lubrication flow (i.e. from terms of P decaying as X −5 or faster) and the torque due to end-effects outside the fluid gap. The latter contribution includes the torque on the flat faces of the cylinder, which is generated by stresses of O(µu c /a) acting over an area of O(a 2 ) with a moment arm of O(a).
Evaluating c requires a matched asymptotic approach that we do not pursue here; instead we will estimate it from a fit to our experiments. The result (7) is reminiscent of the torque on a translating sphere of radius a, for which the factor of 32/(3π) is replaced by 4π/5 and the constant c ≈ −1.895 [39] .
Since the cylinder is free to rotate and has negligible inertia, the sum of the sliding torque and the rotational torque τ Ω = −2 √ 2πµa 2 LΩ 0 (a/h f ) 1/2 [38] vanishes, yielding the rotation rate of a translating finite cylinder near a rigid wall
This result is expected to dominate for stiff substrates (Λ 1) in our experiments. The leading contribution to Ω due to the softness of the substrate (denoted Ω 2 ) was shown for an infinite cylinder to be aΩ 2 /u c = (21/128)Λ 2 [36] . Modifications to Ω 2 due to end effects scale as /L 1 and will be neglected here. Thus, the angular speed of a translating finite cylinder is Ω ≈ Ω 0 + Ω 2 , or
This theoretical prediction makes precise the estimate (3) and reduces to the infinite-cylinder and the rigid-wall results in the respective limits a/L → 0 and Λ → 0. For gravity-driven motion along a soft incline, the gap thickness is not an independently controlled quantity but is instead set by a balance of the cylinder's buoyant weight, the elastohydrodynamic lift force and the hydrodynamic drag on the cylinder. Introducing the Poisson ratio ν [so that λ = 2Gν/(1 − 2ν)], this balance yields for a thin, compressible, elastic layer [34, 36] and ρ * = ρ−ρ oil . In (10b), the quantity in braces is a dimensionless constant with values 1.78-0.93 for ν in the range 0-0.49, while all parameters involved in κ are either known or directly measured. Substituting (10a) into (9) yields the angular speed for gravity-driven motion near a thin, compressible coating on an incline of angle α;
End effects dominate the rotation rate at small Λ, although the gap thickness is still set by elastohydrodynamic stresses. The term quadratic in Λ becomes important when Λ > ∼ (a/L) tan α. In the limit of very stiff substrates, we expect aΩ/u c ∝ (h e /G) 1/5 log (G/h e ), in contrast with the two-dimensional prediction aΩ/u c ∝ (h e /G) 2/5 .
V. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS AND THEORY
We now compare the prediction of the theory with the results of the experiments. The evaluation of the compliance Λ in (1) and (10)(a) requires us to know the value of the Poisson ratio ν. Since we did not measure it directly, we choose ν = 0.47 based on experimental studies found in the literature for polyacrylamide gels and thin films of PDMS [42] [43] [44] . The theoretical prediction for the scaled rotational speed aΩ/u c in (9) includes a constant c that is expected to be independent of the compliance Λ. As /L 1 we assume the end flows to be decoupled from each other and we thus expect c to be independent as well of the aspect ratio of the cylinder. In order to compare the theory to the experiments we force c to be the same for experiments involving different cylinders (and thus aspect ratios). In Fig. 3 , we show the behavior of the scaled angular speed aΩ/u c as a function of the coating film's shear modulus G (Fig. 3a) and thickness h e (Fig. 3b ). We observe that the finitesize theory, which includes both the cylinder edge-effect term and an elastohydrodynamic term (the latter corresponding to an infinite soft-lubricated cylinder) predicts remarkably well the experimental results with a single constant c = −0.715, with increasing scaled angular velocities for decreasing stiffness G and increasing coating thickness h e (increasing κ). The value for c is consistent with the typical value obtained for a sphere near a rigid wall (c ≈ −1.895 [39] ).
Combining all these experimental results allows us to plot a master curve for aΩ/u c as a function of the modified scaled compliance κ = ρ * ghe cos α 2G tan 3 α 1/5 , as shown in Fig. 4(a) . We choose to plot the data as a function of κ rather than Λ as the former only accounts for the experimental parameters that we can directly measure, and not ν or h f . The values of κ are very similar to those of Λ for ν = 0.47 (Λ ≈ 1.15κ). In fact the factor between Λ and κ is rather insensitive to ν (e.g. about 0.93 for ν = 0.49), and so κ is a good physical estimate of the scaled compliance Λ for our experimental conditions. We observe that, with a unique constant c = −0.715, the experimental results are very consistent with the theoretical master curves. In Fig. 4(b) , we have plotted the values measured for aΩ/u c as a function of its theoretical prediction from (9), for the same c constant and the same data as in Fig. 4(a) , but also with experiments where all parameters were varied, including the inclination angle. This unique master curve for both cylinders confirms the good agreement between theory and experiments over more than a decade.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have also plotted separately the contributions of both terms in (9) , namely the contribution of end effects for a finite-length cylinder, and the elastohydrodynamic contribution for an infinite cylinder, as shown in Fig.  4(a) . Our experimental data lie in the crossover region between these two limiting behaviors. At high values of the compliance i.e., for soft or thick substrates, the experimental data for both aspect ratios appear to collapse together and converge toward the infinite cylinder theory, consistent with a regime where edge effects (and thus cylinder length) do not affect the rotation behavior. We note that at intermediate values of the compliance, edges effects tend to increase the scaled angular velocity with respect to the infinite-cylinder prediction. Finally, at small compliances, the elastohydrodynamic torque does not affect the rotation anymore, and the latter is solely generated by end effects (near a rigid wall). The crossover location depends on the aspect ratio. We can indeed see that, for the brass cylinder with a/L = 1/2, the rotation behavior is closer to the infinite cylinder one than in the case of the aluminum cylinder, with a/L = 1, where end effects play a more significant role.
It is also interesting to note that the theory predicts an angular velocity either smaller or larger than in aΩ/u c ∼ 1. The latter regime corresponds to the rolling of a cylinder in no-slip dry contact with a rigid incline and should be reached in our system typically for κ ∼ 2. However, the range of parameters explored in our experiments could not allow us to verify the existence of "super-rolling" behaviors for higher compliances.
VII. CONCLUSION
Our experiments on the rotation of an immersed finitesize cylinder moving down and near a soft incline have shown that there is a steady-state rotation with an angular speed that increases with the compliance of the substrate. While this observation is qualitatively consistent with a recent theoretical prediction for an infinite cylinder [36] , this earlier infinite cylinder (2D) theory fails to describe our experimental observations quantitatively. A modified theoretical description for a finite-length cylinder that takes into account the additional torque created by viscous friction on both its edges does allow for a quan-titative agreement with our experiments, which are typical of many applications. In particular, we have shown that for small compliances and small cylinder lengths, the contribution of the elastohydrodynamic torque to the rotation becomes small relative to those contributions from end effects, even when the gap thickness is still set by a finite elastohydrodynamic lift force. This result gives more realistic insights on the behaviors of finite-size objects in motion or in interaction close to soft interfaces, and pave the way for new theoretical development accounting for geometric and mechanical properties that are relevant to more specific biological, geophysical and engineering processes.
